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Post-coma persons with acquired brain injuries (ABI) may pose
serious challenges to medical and/or rehabilitative centers. Beside
traditional treatments, they may need specific interventions aimed
at promoting their independence and resort their functioning
accordingly. One way to profitably pursue this goal is the use of
microswitches-based programs (MBP) [1]. Thus, within a MBP a
person with multiple disabilities will be able to enhance his/her
self-determination by autonomously access to preferred stimuli
through the exhibition of small behavioral responses already
available in his/her repertoire [2]. That is, based upon learning
principles (i.e. causal association between a behavioral response
and an environmental consequence), one may design different
solutions, depending upon patients recovery perspectives [3].
For people in a vegetative state (i.e. vigilance without consciousness)
one may envisage a MBP finalized at improving a minimal
behavioral response recorded through a suitable microswitch for
the independent access to brief periods of positive stimulation.
For instance, a single eye blinking (i.e. behavioral response) may
be detected by an optic sensor fixed on a eyeglass frame (i.e.
microswitch), which will turn on favorite stimulation (e.g. 5-10
seconds of familiar voices) contingently to its activation, during
intervention phases [4]. That is, subsequently to a baseline where
the technology is available but inactive (i.e. no environmental
consequences will be provided contingently to the exhibition of
the behavioral response and microswitch activation), contingent
intervention phases sessions will be carried out as to consolidate
the learning process [5]. Once the performance is increased
through a reversal design (i.e. double baseline-contingent
intervention sequence), one may introduce a non-contingent
intervention (i.e. control) phase, as supplement of learning
assessment [6]. Thus, during the non-contingent phase, positive
stimulation is always available throughout sessions, irrespective
of participant's responding [7]. Whenever the participant's
responding will decrease since the stimulation is available at any
time within sessions, one may argue that participant's clinical
condition may be labeled and considered as minimally conscious
state rather than vegetative state [8].

For individuals in a minimally conscious state, one may resort
to more sophisticated MBP [9]. For example, one may apply a
MBP combined to a vocal output communication aid (VOCA)
as to ensure participants with the double opportunity of
independently access to preferred stimuli and/or request for
social contact with parents or caregivers. Eventually, patients may
choose between both options [10]. Otherwise, cluster technology
may be used for the dual objective of augmenting an adaptive
responding and simultaneously reducing a challenge behavior
(e.g. postural abnormalities) [11]. Furthermore, one may improve
communication skills such as phone calls and/or special text
messaging systems with distant and relevant partners [12]. Once
both clinical conditions and empirical evidences are favorable for
a diagnosis of emergence from a minimally conscious state, more
complex programs may be planned.
For patients emerging/emerged from a minimally conscious
state who have extensive motor disabilities, MBP combined to
a computer may foster leisure skills, the communication of
personal needs to one or more caregivers, the independent access
to literacy process [13]. Usually, a computer home page displayed
on a suitable monitor in front of the participant, provides
different options automatically scanned according to a predefined
time interval adapted to participant's capacities, through a double
cue (i.e. visual and verbal instructions). To select a desired option,
participants are requested to perform the behavioral response and
consequently activate the microswitch, once the aforementioned
option is encircled and announced by the system. Subsequently, a
second page will be provided with various items included in the
previous category (e.g. personal needs). Once again participants are
requested to perform the response and activate the microswitch
for the selection. Once the item has been selected, a confirmation
question concerning the item's desirability by the participant may
be posed. By positive confirming it (i.e. YES responding) the
item will be directly available or with the caregiver's mediation.
Additionally, for literacy process, a keyboard emulator with rows
and letters automatically scanned will be provided in combination
with a word processor. To write down a word, participants
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will be requested to select first a row and subsequently a letter
according to the above reported criterion. As sign of constructive
engagement and quality of life, indices of positive participation
may be further recorded [14].
In light of the above, future research perspectives within this
framework should deal with the following topics: (a) wide
extension of MBP to a large sample of ABI patients, (b) suitable
provision of AT as individualized forms of educational and
rehabilitative resources, and (c) social validation assessments
involving parents, professionals and caregivers as external raters
as to corroborate the clinical validity of such interventions [15].
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